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Abstract
This paper introduces a deep neural network model for
subband-based speech synthesizer. The model benefits from the
short bandwidth of the subband signals to reduce the complexity
of the time-domain speech generator. We employed the multi-
level wavelet analysis/synthesis to decompose/reconstruct the
signal into subbands in time domain. Inspired from the
WaveNet, a convolutional neural network (CNN) model pre-
dicts subband speech signals fully in time domain. Due to the
short bandwidth of the subbands, a simple network architecture
is enough to train the simple patterns of the subbands accurately.
In the ground truth experiments with teacher-forcing, the sub-
band synthesizer outperforms the fullband model significantly
in terms of both subjective and objective measures. In addi-
tion, by conditioning the model on the phoneme sequence us-
ing a pronunciation dictionary, we have achieved the fully time-
domain neural model for subband-based text-to-speech (TTS)
synthesizer, which is nearly end-to-end. The generated speech
of the subband TTS shows comparable quality as the fullband
one with a slighter network architecture for each subband.
Index Terms: deep learning, speech synthesis, text-to-speech,
wavelet transforms, WaveNet
1. Introduction
Text-to-speech (TTS) techniques have been started from con-
catenative synthesis [1], [2] to statistical parametric speech syn-
thesis [3][5], and eventually end-to-end fully neural network
based models [6], [7]. Recent speech synthesizers have em-
ployed giant neural networks and high configuration GPUs to
achieve remarkable success in more natural and fast speech gen-
eration. Of such models, WaveNet [8] has achieved the most
natural generated speech that significantly closes the gap with
human. As a deep generative network, WaveNet directly mod-
els the raw audio waveform, which has changed the existing
paradigms. It made a paradigm to absorb a tremendous amount
of attention for sequential modeling [9], speech enhancement
[10], [11], and vocoder, which is the wave synthesizer from
acoustic features [12][16].
Thanks to its convolutional structure, WaveNet benefits
from parallel computing in train. However, the generation is
still a sequential sample-by-sample process. Thus, due to the
very high temporal resolution of speech signals (at least 16000
samples per second), the vanilla WaveNet suffers from the long
generation time. Therefore, fast [17], parallel [18], [19], and
glow-based [20] models are introduced. The fast model is an
efficient implementation that removes redundant convolutional
operations by caching them. While parallel and glow-based
models utilized distillation and normalizing flow, respectively,
which lead to the speech synthesis faster than real-time.
Unlike the huge network required in the parallel and glow-
based models, some studies benefit from subband decomposi-
tion to reduce the complexity. Previously, a hybrid TTS [21]
applied HMM-based and waveform-based synthesis for low and
high frequencies, respectively. However, the TTS suffers from
the drawbacks of the HMM-based models and the overall per-
formance is not satisfying. In addition, a subband WaveNet
vocoder [22] is presented using a frequency filterbank analy-
sis. However, to have a TTS based on the subband vocoder,
separate acoustic and linguistic models are required.
Similar to [22], the aim of this research is to break down
the WaveNet architecture into smaller networks for each sub-
band of the speech signal. The benefits of the subband model
is the reduced computational complexity and the feasibility of
training accurately for each subband due to their short band-
width. Unlike the frequency domain filterbank used in [21] and
[22], wavelet decomposition is used in this study. In addition,
the similar morphological structure of the dilated convolutions
in WaveNet and the wavelet transform has inspired us to use
the wavelet. Thus, the innovation is utilizing the wavelet analy-
sis to decompose the time-domain speech signal s(t) into sub-
bands sl(t)(l = 1, , L). Then, an integrated model generates
each subband signal in parallel. The subband signal generator
is based on the fast WaveNet [17].
Even though many recent studies utilized the WaveNet as
a vocoder, we believe that converting the spectrogram informa-
tion to waveform is an inverse spectrogram process and may
not necessarily need such a huge architecture. Instead, our hy-
pothesis is that the WaveNet is able to perform some parts of
the TTS front stage, as well. In addition, a single integrated
model is likely to be more stable empirically and less-sensitive
for parameter tuning than a multi-stage model, in which sepa-
rate parameter tuning is required for each stage and the errors
may add up [6], [23]. Hence, another contribution of this pa-
per is that by simply conditioning the proposed model on the
phoneme sequence and benefitting from an encoder, we have
achieved the fully time-domain neural model for subband-based
TTS. Section 2 describes the proposed subband speech synthe-
sizer. Section 3 explains our experiments and results. Finally,
conclusion comes in Section 4.
2. Proposed subband speech synthesizer
The aim of this paper is to reduce the complexity of the time-
domain TTS by decomposing the fullband speech signal s into
the subbands sl (l = 1, ..., L) using the wavelet analysis (de-
tailed in Subsection 2.1). Due to the short bandwidth of the sub-
bands, the structure of each subband generator is much slighter
than the fullband one. Moreover, our hypothesis is that subband
generators are more accurate as they are trained for the local-
ized frequency patterns. Furthermore, our designed model ben-
efits from the parallel processing in subband signal generators.
When the subband signals are generated according to the corre-
sponding conditional features using the localized TTS, then the
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the proposed time-domain
subband-based speech synthesizer. The model is trained to es-
timate subband signals sl conditioning on the latent variable h
extracted from conditional features c and the previous time sam-
ples of the subband signal x. Linguistic and acoustic features
can feed to the model as the conditional features for TTS.
wavelet synthesis reconstructs the fullband signal.
In the designed model depicted in Figure 1, given the con-
ditional features c, an encoder extracts the latent variables h
for generating samples conditioning on them (detailed in Sub-
section 2.2). If the conditional features are linguistic features
such as character or phoneme sequence, then the latent features
would be linguistic features to make the model as a TTS.
The main part of the model is the autoregressive signal gen-
erators, shown by the outer dashed blocks in Figure 1. Each
generator is in charge of modeling the probability distribution
of each subband similar to the WaveNet (detailed in Subsection
2.3).
In the training phase, the loss is defined by summation of
the subband losses, which is the cross-entropy of the estimated
and target subband signal, as
loss = −
L∑
l=1
Epl [log ql], (1)
in which pl and ql are the probability distribution of sl(t)
and sˆl(t), respectively. Since it is a probabilistic model, the
generation model estimates the tth sample of each subband by
sampling the learned probability distribution.
With such a loss, the shared module, i.e. encoder, can
train efficiently according to all the frequency bins. In addition,
it is not timely efficient to train a separate network per sub-
band, and then combine them. The integrated model in Figure
1 benefits from the parallel computation, along with any pos-
sible future subband integration via more shared modules for
additional attributes such as speaker identity, prosody, speaking
style, recording channel and noise levels.
2.1. Subband decomposition/reconstruction
A set of analysis filters can decompose speech signal s(t) into
subbands sl(t), and their paired synthesis filters are able to re-
construct back the fullband signal. The proposed synthesizer
utilizes multi-level orthogonal time-domain wavelet as follows,{
ul(t) = ul−1(t) ∗ ϕl(t)
sl(t) = ul−1(t) ∗ ψl(t) (2)
where ϕl(t) and ψl(t) are Daubechies scaling (low-pass)
and mother wavelet (high-pass) functions [24], respectively.
Moreover, l = 1, ..., L refers to the wavelet level and u0(t) =
s(t). The downsampling is omitted in every level of the wavelet
transform because the downsampling widens the bandwidth,
which needs more complex network to train. In addition, it de-
creases the size of the dataset. As there is no data like more data
for the training, we ignored the downsampling after each layer.
Reasons for selecting the wavelet transform rather than the
short time Fourier transform (STFT) filterbank are as follows.
First, the wavelet transform is very robust for reconstruction
[25]. Corruption of the wavelet coefficients will only affect the
reconstructed signal locally near the perturbed position, while
the STFT will spread out the error everywhere in time. Sec-
ond, output of the Fourier analysis filters are complex. Most
of the spectrogram-based speech synthesizers ignore modeling
the phase spectrogram [6], while the Fourier synthesis filters are
sensitive to phase errors. Therefore, compared to the wavelet,
the STFT models are unable to reconstruct the phase correctly.
Third, the logarithmic spectral resolution of the wavelet are
more compatible with the nature of speech compared to the uni-
form tiling of the spectrogram. Due to the nonlinear bandwidth
divisions of the wavelet, high frequencies (e.g. above 4 kHz for
16 kHz sampling rate) fall in one subband. Whereas, there are
fine divisions for the low frequencies. Later in the experiments,
we will see the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the consecutive
decomposition and reconstruction is about 41 dB, in which the
noise is hardly sensible by the human ear.
2.2. Conditional/latent features
A variety of conditional features can be fed to the model for
different possible applications such as vocoder or TTS. Of such
features, we use phoneme sequence produced by a text normal-
ization and lexicon to have a TTS model. The text normaliza-
tion contains 1) converting to the lower-case characters, 2) re-
moving the special symbols, and 3) converting numbers to text.
The phoneme sequence speeds up the training [26]. As shown
in Figure 1 by the encoder block, a number of convolutional
layers along time axis can extract the linguistic features implic-
itly. The activation of the last layer, denoted by latent features
h, is used for the generators. In fact, the encoder plays the role
of the linguistic model for TTS, which is significant as shown
in Figure 2. We have examined the fullband model without the
encoder, which is in fact the original WaveNet conditioning on
phoneme sequence; but the results were worse as the features
were not enough for the training. Comparing fullband synthe-
sis with and without the encoder module shows the importance
of the module for automatic linguistic feature extraction in the
proposed model.
2.3. Subband autoregressive signal generator
The subband generator has a similar architecture as the
WaveNet. Unlike the WaveNet, our autoregressive signal gener-
ator is in charge of generating subband signals. The model es-
timates the posterior probability of each subband time-sample
xt conditioned on the previous samples, x<t and some latent
features ht as p(xt|x<t, ht).
Original signal
Fullband 
synthesis,
without 
encoder
Fullband 
synthesis,
with 
encoder
Figure 2: The Mel spectrograms show that the role of the en-
coder (h = enc(c)) is significant. The sample is selected ran-
domly in the test set.
As shown in Figure 1, stacks of K dilation layers in the di-
lations area perform dilated convolutions, residual connections,
and skip connections. Note that the superscripts in Figure 1
show the layer index (k = 1, ...,K). Convolutions with holes,
as the dilated convolution layers, process the input in a fine to
coarse scale with fewer weight parameters in the sufficient re-
ceptive field size. Thus, the output a[k] contains various latent
feature of the input in different scales. The morphological struc-
ture of the dilated convolutions resemble the wavelet transform.
In fact, with a specific set of weights, the first dilation layer can
resemble the first level of the wavelet transform. Hence, the first
layer mostly models the high frequency features, likewise, the
higher dilations for the low frequencies. Therefore, a stack of r
repeats of 1, 2, 4, , 2n dilations for modeling the fullband signal
could be equivalent to r repeats of one dilation layer for each
wavelet subband. Therefore, in our experiments with subband
signals, the number of dilation layers K is much smaller than
the original fullband WaveNet.
3. Experiments
We used the TTS benchmark dataset LJ Speech1 consisting of
13,100 short audio clips uttered by a female speaker, varying
in length from 1 to 10 seconds, recorded in 16kHz sampling
rate. We kept around 11 minutes of the speech signals (100
utterances) for test, which was not included in the train. The
training set lengths more than 23 hours after the silence removal
using voice activity detector (VAD).
3.1. Parameter settings
The subband decomposition is performed by Daubechies
wavelet db10 for eight levels (L=8). Subband amplitude nor-
malization is unavoidable because of the quantization in gener-
ator.
We found the Carnegie Mellon university pronouncing dic-
tionary (CMUdict)2 as a good choice for the lexicon includ-
ing three levels of stress. The input phoneme sequence has 70
dimensions. The encoder contains three convolutional layers
1https://keithito.com/LJ-Speech-Dataset/
2http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/cgi-bin/cmudict
with filter width equals 5 and 256 channels. The HTK3 aligns
the phoneme sequence with the speech samples using forced-
alignment. We have replaced the monophone with the triphone
sequence but not that much change in results. In addition, we
have tried summation of the activations of each layer in encoder
as the latent feature but the results were worse.
The dilations of each generator are 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16. The
channel size for dilation, residual, and skip-connection were set
to 256. Adam optimizer [27] is used for training with the learn-
ing rate initiating from 10−3 and decaying every 50k iteration
by a factor of 0.5.
3.2. Evaluation metrics
The evaluation metrics are signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in time
domain and logarithmic spectral distortion (SD) which are de-
fined as follows:
SNR[dB]=10log10
∑T
t=1 s(t)
2
|∑Tt=1 s(t)2−∑Tt=1 sˆ(t)2| (3)
SD[dB]=
1
N
∑N
n=1
√√√√ 1
F
∑F
f=1
[
20log10
|S(f,n)|
|Sˆ(f,n)|
]2
, (4)
where S(f, n) and Sˆ(f, n) are spectrograms of the target
signal and the generated signal, respectively. The spectrograms
are calculated by 16 ms frame length, 1 ms shift and Hanning
window. In addition, because the human auditory perception
is based on the Mel spectrogram representation, we considered
Mel spectral distortion (MSD) as the third quantitative metric
for the objective evaluation. The MSD is calculated similar to
the SD, replacing the linear spectrogram with the 40-filters Mel
spectrogram, which is obtained by 25 ms window length, and
5 ms shift. In addition, we calculated the SNR in the linear
spectrogram domain. We did not mention the spectrogram SNR
results because with two digits precision they are the same as
the time domain ones. The generation is time consuming in the
proposed model because the speech is synthesized sample-by-
sample and sequentially. Therefore, in addition to the above-
mentioned metrics, the training and the synthesis time are dis-
cussed, too.
3.3. Results and discussions
3.3.1. Objective evaluation
First experiment investigated the effect of the wavelet analy-
sis/synthesis on the quality of speech without engaging any
neural network model. The average results on 100 test set ut-
terances with 95% confidence interval are reported in the first
row of Table 1 as the extreme case for evaluations. For SNR,
higher value shows more accurate model; whereas for both SD
and MSD, lower value means better performance. As shown in
Table 1, the subband decomposition/reconstruction results pro-
vides near perfect performance.
Moreover, we compared the subband with the fullband
speech synthesizer. The fullband term means that the model
prediction sˆ is the speech signal in its full frequency range.
Hence, there is no subband decomposition. Therefore, one com-
plex signal generator models the probability distribution. Basi-
cally, the two models are exactly the same, except in the full-
band TTS, K = 24 dilation layers are defined with 4 stacks of
1, 2, 4, , 32 dilations in our experiments; while in the subband
3http://htk.eng.cam.ac.uk/
Table 1: Evaluation results (mean ± 95% CI) for 100 test set
utterances
SNR [dB] SD [dB] MSD [dB]
wavelet dec/rec 41.5 ± 1.14 0.61 ± 0.01 0.08 ±.002
t.f. Subband 23.5± 0.31 4.3± 0.02 2.5± 0.01Fullband 18.8 ± 0.47 8.1 ± 0.03 5.5 ± 0.04
syn. Subband 4.0 ± 0.88 13.3± 0.01 10.0± 0.10Fullband 5.2± 0.93 15.2 ± 0.10 11.8 ± 0.11
Original signal
Subband model
Fullband model
Figure 3: Mel spectrograms of generated signals by fullband
and subband models with teacher-forcing. The sample is se-
lected randomly.
TTS, the number of dilation layers is much lower than the full-
band (K = 5). Fast WaveNet algorithm [17] is utilized for the
synthesis of both models.
We compare the two models by conditioning on the
phoneme sequence as the conditional features in two cases:
teacher-forcing and synthesis. The teacher-forcing means feed-
ing the previous clean subband samples as x to the model and
evaluating the accuracy of the prediction of the next sample.
In fact, as an input of the generator, x refers to the previous
clean subband samples sl and previously generated samples sˆl
in teacher-forcing and synthesis, respectively. As depicted in
Table 1, the subband model performs significantly better than
the fullband one in teacher-forcing. For synthesis, the results
are somehow comparable. In fact, the results of synthesis are
not satisfying for both subband and fullband models, which is
probably due to the lack of acoustic conditional features.
3.3.2. Generated samples
For subjective comparison, Mel spectrograms of a randomly
selected sample together with the the teacher-forcing outputs
of the fullband and subband models are plotted in Figure
3. The spectrograms are compatible with the objective eval-
uation explained in subsection 3.3.1. Figure 3 shows the
near perfect teacher-forcing results. Furthermore, the sub-
band teacher-forcing outputs confirm the potential of the pro-
posed model and the priority of the subband over the full-
band one. The corresponding wave files are also available on
our Github page (https://github.com/AzamRabiee/
subband-TTS).
3.3.3. Synthesis and train time
The generation rate of the subband TTS is measured in two
cases: sequential and parallel. For the earlier experiment, the
speech signal is decomposed into subband signals; and they are
kept in the original sampling rate, which is 16 kHz in our case.
Thus, the samples are redundant. Obviously, without paral-
lelization, the generation rate of the redundant samples should
be 8 times less than the fullband because there are 8 subband
signals in the experiments. Nevertheless, since the complex-
ity of each subband network is less than the fullband one, it
is 2.5 times slower for an Intel Xeon CPU with 32 cores. For
the parallel experiment, in addition to the parallel subband gen-
eration, the subband signals are downsampled by a factor of
2 as it is allowed by the first level of the wavelet transform.
Hence, the subband s1 is not redundant any more. The gen-
eration rate of the parallel subband implementation is 150Hz
(higher than 110Hz for the fullband model). Even though the
parallelization and the downsampling speed up the synthesis,
but it is still not that much far from the fullband model and
much lower than the non-autoregressive models [18]-[20]. Still
the divide and conquer idea presented in this paper is applicable
on non-autoregressive networks.
Both subband and fullband models need less than a day
(around 18 hours) for training up to an admissible output qual-
ity (200k global steps in our experiments) on a Titan X (Pas-
cal) GPU with 12 GB memory. Such a fast training is because
of their fully CNN architecture, which is much better than the
RNN-based TTS, e.g. Tacotron [6]. It is reported that an im-
plementation of the Tacotron takes 12 days (877K iterations)
on a GTX 1080 Ti4. Note that the number of iterations is still
much less than the original Tacotron reported by Google (2M
iterations) [6].
4. Conclusion
We proposed a subband time-domain TTS system inspiring
from the WaveNet. The main differences of our TTS with the
WaveNet are twofold: first, rather than a complex deep neural
network for modeling the probability distribution of the speech
signal, we designed separate (but integrated) networks for each
subband signal, which has much simple architecture per sub-
band and could estimate the probability distributions of the sub-
band signals accurately. Second, WaveNet vocoder uses pre-
trained acoustic feature prediction, and the original WaveNet
paper uses linguistic features plus log(f0) predicted by its text-
analysis and f0 pretrained front-end modules; while an encoder
in our system extracts the latent linguistic features from the
phoneme sequence input in a nearly end-to-end way, which is
more preferred. The force alignment should be replaced by an
attention mechanism for automatic aligning to have a fully end-
to-end model. Still enriching the conditional features by acous-
tic features beside the current linguistic features is unavoidable.
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